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1. Machinability factor
When defining a new material in the iMachining Database, Ultimate Tensile Strength 
(UTS) is the only parameter that requires input. The UTS is the physical property which 
determines the force per unit area required to cut the material, measured in megapascal 
(MPa (pounds per square inch (psi)). The iMachining technology utilizes the UTS value 
when calculating the optimal Cutting conditions for an operation.

It has been recommended to use www.matweb.com to find the correct 
UTS of a material, or some similar online resource for acquiring material 
property data. It is important to know the exact specification of your 
stock material so that you may find its correct UTS value.

After machining, you may discover that you can cut your material faster than the Machining 
level slider or Turbo Mode permits. In most cases, this means that your material is less 
hard than specified by your property data resource. Because the same materials are made 
by many different manufacturers, it should be expected that tolerances exist between 
your material and its given UTS value, making it more or less machinable.

In SolidCAM 2014, the Machinability factor enables you to alter the hardness of a 
material without changing its given UTS value. This option is available on the 
Material DB tab of the iDatabase dialog box.

Moving the slider in the positive direction informs iMachining that your material is 
less hard than indicated by its UTS value and is more machinable by the specified 
percentage. Accordingly, the Technology Wizard will output more aggressive 
Cutting conditions by default.
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2. Constant chip thickness control for arcs
In SolidCAM 2012, the iMachining technology established a feed correction for arcs, which 
was implemented to maintain a constant chip thickness (CT) when cutting in corners. A 
constant CT in corners is achieved by automatically reducing the feed rate. Some customers 
found that this feature slowed their cycle times, and they determined that faster cycle 
times is more desirable than maintaining a constant CT.

When milling aggressively, like with iMachining, it is believed that feed 
correction for arcs is essential. By maintaining a constant CT, it is proven 
that tool load is kept constant and tool life is increased. In addition, the 
likelihood that dangerous Cutting conditions will develop is decreased.

In SolidCAM 2014, Constant chip thickness control for arcs enables you to control 
the feed correction for arcs. This option is available on the Misc. parameters page 
of the iMachining Operation dialog box, and the position of the slider is set to 
100% by default. If kept at 100%, iMachining is informed to maintain a constant CT 
when cutting in corners.

Moving the slider to 0% informs iMachining to maintain a consistent feed rate 
between cutting in a straight line (G1) and cutting in a corner (G2). The result is 
faster cycle times, but with increased CT in corners as well as increased tool load.

NEW
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3. Floor offset for iMachining 3D
In SolidCAM 2014, iMachining 3D enables you to define a Floor offset that is 
separate from the Wall offset. The updated parameters appear on the Technology 
page of the iMachining Operation dialog box for iMachining 3D.

When converting existing CAM-Parts (i.e., from SolidCAM 2013), if the Finish floors 
option was enabled in the Offsets area of an operation, then a Floor offset of 0 is 
automatically specified for that operation in SolidCAM 2014.

If the Finish floors check box was not enabled in an earlier version, then the Floor 
offset is made equal to the Wall offset as shown in the iMachining Operation dialog 
box above. For new CAM Projects, the offsets are also made equal by default.

NEW



The complete range of manufacturing applications inside SolidWorks

SolidCAM is the leading and fastest growing developer of integrated CAM software solutions 
for the manufacturing industry. SolidCAM supports the complete range of major manufacturing 
applications in Milling, Turning, Mill-Turn and WireEDM, totally integrated inside SolidWorks.

The Revolutionary iMachining module

The SolidCAM iMachining™ module is a giant leap forward in CNC machining 
technology, reducing cutting times by up to 70% and increasing tool life dramatically. 
iMachining achieves these advantages by using patent pending, “Controlled Stepover” 
technology and managing feed rates throughout the entire tool path, ensuring 
constant tool load and allowing much deeper and more efficient cutting.

iMachining™ is driven by a knowledge-based Technology Wizard, which considers the machine 
being used, the material being cut and the cutting tool data to provide optimal values of the 
Cutting conditions. With its Morphing spiral tool paths, controlled tool load at each point along 
the tool path, moating of islands to enable continuous spiral cuts, even with multiple islands, and 
automatic thin wall avoidance, iMachining™ brings efficiency to a new level for CAM users.

Highest level of SolidWorks integration

SolidCAM provides the highest level of CAD integration, with seamless, single-
window integration and full associativity to SolidWorks. The integration 
ensures the automatic update of tool paths for CAD revisions.

SolidCAM powers up the user’s SolidWorks system into the best integrated CAD/CAM solution.

www.solidcam.com

www.facebook.com/SolidCAM
www.facebook.com/iMachining

www.youtube.com/SolidCAMProfessor 
www.youtube.com/SolidCAMiMachining
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www.solidcam.com/en/imachining/imachining-successes/
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